Residential Catalog
Premium Siding

Beauty that begs
to be touched…
Sierra Premium Shake creates

TERRA

beautiful curb appeal that begs
to be touched and examined
more closely. Sierra’s rich
texture offers all the character
of natural wood, but has the
benefit of being backed by the
performance of fiber cement. The
deep grooves and keyways give
Sierra a luxurious look that never

SHADOW

grows tired and quietly demands
attention. At a full half-inch thick,
Sierra is as beautiful to the eye as
it is substantial to the touch. Sierra
Premium Shake is built to last and
will not only turn heads, but stop
traffic for a very long time.
HAZELNUT

PRIMED

True beauty never loses its luster...
Dramatic Shadow Lines: Half-inch thick construction creating
dramatic curb appeal.

Engineered Performance: Coated with state-of-art PPG finish.

Durability: Strong fiber cement construction that defends against
Mother Nature’s wrath.

Deep Grooves and Keyways: Offering a luxurious look that stands
out against the crowd.

Versatility: Offered in primed or 3 pre-finished color options.

Sierra Premium™ Shake
Height (actual in. - nom. mm)

8 7/8” (225.4mm)

Length (actual in. - nom. mm)

9’ 4” (2844.8mm)

Thickness (actual in. - nom. mm)

1/2” (12mm)

Weight (lbs. per board)

21

Weight (lbs. per sq. ft.)

3

Coverage (sq. ft. per board)

7

Exposed Coverage
(sq. ft. per board with 1-1/4” overlap)

6.03

Packaging (boards per pallet)

200

Sierra Premium Shake puts it on thick…
the shadows, the performance and the drama. A house wrapped in Sierra is a source of pride and will stay
that way for a long time. Backed by the power of fiber cement, Sierra Premium Shake is a low maintenance
solution that will remain beautiful for years to come. Sierra’s half-inch thick construction creates dramatic
shadow lines that ensure your home stands out against the crowd.

PPG Semi-Transparent Finish
A second coat just to reemphasize
that we mean business.

PPG Duracolor™
Semi-Transparent Finish
A proprietary PPG coating engineered to
stand up to the sun, the rain and anything
else Mother Nature has to offer.

PPG Sandstone Basecoat
A layer of solid color infused with PPG's durable
pigmentation. This layer is the "heavy armor",
providing the greatest level of protection for
the fiber cement.

Nichiha sealer and Primer
First line 2-coat protection against moisture.

Nichiha fiber cement
Resistant to warping, rotting and falling victim to pests. At
a half-inch thick, it is the category’s thickest.

Sierra Premium Shake is a full half-inch thick, creating deeper,
more dramatic shadows, textures, and keyways. Like all our
products, Sierra remains resistant to rotting, warping, pest
concerns and delamination.

* See Nichiha warranties for detailed information on terms, conditions and limitations.
Visit nichiha.com for easy downloadable warranties or call 1-866-424-4421.

Sustainability
comes naturally
Fiber cement products are by their very
nature essentially green products. All our
products are comprised of a high percentage
of wood pulp and fly ash; both are examples
of an abundant, manufacturing by-product.
Sustainability, however, goes far beyond
ingredients. Nichiha has a long history
of conserving resources and employing
manufacturing best practices that make as
much sense for our planet as they do for
our customers.
We don’t add silica. Silica is a naturally
occurring compound, while our products are
not silica free – we do not use additional silica
in our manufacturing process.
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the power
of possibilities
Silica Dust Warning: NICHIHA products may contain some amounts of crystalline silica [a.k.a. sand, silicon dioxide], which is a naturally occurring mineral. The amount will vary from product to product.
TM

Inhalation of crystalline silica into the lungs and repeated exposure to silica can cause health disorders, such as silicosis, lung cancer, or death depending upon various factors. To be conservative, Nichiha
recommends that whenever cutting, sawing, sanding, sniping or abrading the product, users observe the Safety Instructions above. For further information or questions, please consult the MSDS, your
employer, or visit www.osha.gov/SLTC/silicacrystalline/index.html and www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/silica. The MSDS for Nichiha products are available at www.nichiha.com, at your local Nichiha dealer or
through Nichiha directly at 1.866.424.4421. FAILURE TO ADHERE TO OUR WARNINGS, MSDS, AND OTHER INSTRUCTION MAY LEAD TO SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH.
SIERRA PREMIUM is a trademark of Nichiha USA, Inc.
NOTE: Printed material may not accurately depict actual product color.
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ASK US ABOUT OUR BUILDER’S CLUB!

www.nichiha.com

